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Abstract 
The surface potential response to a gas-surface interaction is proposed as the basis for the development of a new family 
of biocompatible chemical sensors. It is experimentally demonstrated that response to gas is fast at room temperatures in the 
multi-layer arrangement of the metal and metal oxide films with thickness less than 20 nm. For these structures, the tests prove 
that the response time is 10 to 60 seconds at 295 K. An unexpected memory of the chemical response can be obtained in the 
TiO2-x based detectors with the special arrangement of the films. 
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1. Introduction 
Metal oxide based thin film structures are very attractive for gas sensor development because of simplicity and 
sensitivity. These sensors are desired for environmental monitoring, early detection of dangerous gases and medical 
applications. However usually because of high operating temperature of such sensors their application and 
integration is greatly limited. In recent studies it has been shown that various metal oxide nanostructures could 
overcome those limitations because of high sensitivity, room working temperatures, fast response times and other 
attractive features [1]. Insensitivity to humidity could also be achieved as shown with SnO2 nanoparticles on carbon 
nanotubes [2]. 
In this study chemical detectors with a fast response time at the ambient temperatures is presented. The sensitive 
structure was based on ultra-thin metal and metal oxide films. The sensitivity to H2, CO gases and C2H5OH vapour 
was determined. For one group of the sensors unique response memory effect was shown. 
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2. Experimental methods and technology 
In the study several series of the metal and metal oxide based constructions were manufactured. The films were 
grown by a dc-magnetron sputtering deposition and deposited from pure metallic targets on the Si substrates with a 
thin electrically insulating SiO2 layer on the surface. The films were grown in the reactive gas mixture of O2 and Ar. 
The proportion of O2 to Ar was set from 1:25 to 1:6 and the total gas pressure was kept constant during the 
deposition. For the selected technological parameters, thickness of the metal oxide films is dependent only on the 
deposition duration and films with thickness of 2-20 nm were intentionally produced in this study. Thickness of the 
films was obtained from the scanning probe microscope (SPM) experiments. We also checked the roughness of the 
layers to be sure that it was less than the thickness of the layers. In the pile-like sensitive arrangements, the Au or 
In2O3-x film is as a bottom contact for the structure of multi-layers of metal oxides, namely TiO2-x, SnO2-x and   
In2O3-x. During the deposition, the substrates are kept at a constant temperature from 320K to 470K. 
The measurements were made with D3100/Nanoscope IVa (Digital Instruments) SPM from Veeco Metrology 
Group. SPM tip was used as an electrode for the structure. The sensitivity to gas was determined by measuring 
surface potential change between the tip and the sample using scanning kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM). 
Plastic gas chamber was constructed to change the atmosphere surrounding the sensor. The chamber had an inlet 
and an outlet and the gas was flowing through the chamber during the measurement. To measure the dependence on 
concentration flow rate of the gas was adjusted and since the sensor is insensitive to the variation in flow rate (Fig. 
1) the response was recorded. Gas was mixed with the ambient atmosphere and all the measurements were 
performed at room temperatures. 
3. Results 
3.1. Sensors with spontaneous recovery 
Sensors developed for this study were divided to two separate groups. Some of the structures were recovering 
spontaneously after the analyzed gas was cleared and the measurement could be repeated instantly. The other group 
of the structures had a memory effect. 
The first important property of the developed structures was that they were insensitive to the change in humidity 
of the surrounding atmosphere. This was shown during the experimental tests. Surface potential difference was 
recorded with SPM using KPFM. First of all commercially available dry air was supplied to the chamber then after a 
few minutes 40% ±1% of humidity ambient air filled the chamber and so the sequence was repeated for several 
times. The typical response of the sensor is shown in Fig. 1a. It is visible that surface potential difference does not 
change considerably after the change of the atmosphere. 
               
Fig. 1 Surface potential difference over time of the sensor in dry air (RH=0%) and under humid air (RH=40%) (a). And the same measurement 
with constant humidity for the sensor under no flow and 100ml/min of flow (b). 
Also such structures did not respond to a change in flow rate of the gas. During the experiments we have changed 
the still surrounding atmosphere with 100ml/min flow of the same atmosphere and the surface potential difference 
was recorded. In Fig. 1b the typical response is shown. From the graph it is visible that the surface potential 
difference did not change considerably during the experiment. This suggests that flow rate should not have 
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considerable effect to the response of the sensor. Also having in mind that sensor is insensitive to humidity all the 
following measurements were done by mixing the analyzed gas with an ambient atmosphere. The obtained results 
are presented below. 
Sensitivity to CO, H2 and C2H5OH was shown for the developed structures. During the experimental tests fast 
response and recovery times were obtained and can be seen in Fig. 2 where typical response curves are shown. At 
first the structure was kept at ambient atmosphere and after a few minutes the analyzed gas were introduced. Surface 
potential difference was recorded during the experiment. In the figure surface potential difference relative to the 
potential difference at clean air is plotted against the time in seconds. For CO (a), H2 (b) and C2H5OH (c) gas 
response times were 10s to 60s at room temperature. The recovery times were similar. 
    
Fig. 2 Surface potential change over time of the sensor in air and under exposure to CO (a) and H2 (b) gas and C2H5OH (c) vapour. 
Sensors developed in this study have almost linear response curve for the concentration of CO gas up to 
1000ppm. During the measurements structures were exposed to clean air and then to different concentrations of CO 
gas from 250 ppm to 1000ppm. The surface potential difference was recorded using SPM and potential difference 
relative to the clean air value was plotted against the concentration of CO gas in Fig. 3. From the graph it is visible 
that the curve is almost linear. To measure even smaller concentrations signal to noise ratio should be reduced also 
the sample gas concentrators could be used to detect more than 10 times smaller concentrations. 
 
Fig. 3 Surface potential difference dependence on CO gas concentration for the sensor. 
3.2. Sensors with memory feature 
The second group of the sensors showed similar sensitivity and response times as the first one. However this 
group of sensors also had a unique response memory feature. The state of the sensor could be restored after the 
illumination with UV (400nm) light. However the feature for the structures disappear about a week after the 
deposition of the layers. It is probable that the structure looses the feature because of oxidation of the layer. This 
feature is present in structures with certain configuration of the layers. 
During the experiments the structures were kept at clean air atmosphere and then exposed to H2 gas. After a few 
minutes clean air atmosphere was restored but the sensors did not recover. After the structures were exposed to UV 
light for about 1min, the sensors were restored to the original state and were sensitive to H2 gas again. In Fig. 4 the 
surface potential difference measured with SPM during the typical experiment is shown. It was also noted that after 
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reactivation the clean air potential shifted. This could be caused by interaction of UV light and the sample’s surface. 
Shifts were noticed in most of the experiments.  
 
Fig. 4 Surface potential change over time of the sensor in air (1), under exposure to H2 gas (2) and then reactivation with UV light (3). 
4. Discussion 
The novel sensing mechanism is based on the dependence of electron tunneling through the surface potential 
barrier into the bulk, the change in the surface states and, consequently, the surface chemical reactions. Also 
depending on the sensor construction the response to gas can be memorized due to locking of the free electrons 
inside the potential valley in the multi-layer structure and restored into the initial state by the particular flash of the 
UV light. 
As the response times to gases are 10 to 60 seconds at the surrounding temperature (~295-300K), the sensors are 
acceptable to detect C2H5OH, CO and H2 at the concentrations <1000 ppm. 
The experimental tests also proved that, in contrast to the standard metal oxide gas sensors, surface potential of 
the nanosystem does not respond to a change in humidity of the atmosphere. The advantages of the proposed 
detectors related to the functioning at room temperature and the absence of sensitivity to humidity offers a very 
attractive possibility to combine the metal oxide based structures with biomolecular arrangements. 
5. Conclusions 
For the study ultra thin metal oxide based multilayered structures for fast gas detection at ambient temperatures 
were constructed. The layers were between 2 to 20 nm in thickness. It was shown that such structures respond fast to 
CO, H2 and C2H5OH gas at room temperatures. The response times were less than 10 seconds for most gases and the 
dependences on concentrations less than 1000ppm of CO gas were close to linear. 
Moreover for the special construction of the sensors response to gas could be memorized and the sensors restored 
with a flash of UV light. However the memory feature did not last longer than a week. 
Proposed sensors have advantages of fast room temperature response to gas and absence of sensitivity to 
humidity.  Such advantages will allow modifying the sensor with biomolecular components and catalysts. However 
additional studies are required at this stage of the development. 
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